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“At the end of my studies, I was
faced with a decision: what do
I want in my working career?
One of my considerations was to
be an options trader. That seemed
like a good choice, but not something I would like to do for a long
time. The beauty of consultancy
is that you are able to learn a lot
about many different areas, and
this is of great value – especially
when you're young.
During my studies in 2008 I went
to Malaysia and Indonesia on a
finance project. On returning home, my mother
was instrumental in the arranging of an introduction interview at Zanders. At the time I had not
even started my thesis, but the interview was
so positive that a second one followed. Shortly
after, we agreed that I would start working at
Zanders for three days a week, and at the same
time write my thesis.
What appeals to me most at Zanders is the open
culture and broad organizational structure.
Everybody is approachable, from partner to analyst. Even though many of us are at work outside
of the office, everyone feels connected through
joint activities such as the annual Zanders outing
to a big city in Europe. The work environment is
relaxed as well as professional, knowledgedriven yet pragmatic. I also use the pragmatic
approach I have at work in one of my hobbies:
cooking. I never follow a recipe literally, but
apply whatever I feel is necessary during the
cooking process. Another big hobby is skiing.
The speed, the vast open spaces, the views
and of course the atmosphere in general
together with friends and family – fantastic!
The treasury aspect of my work is great. You
work in an ambitious environment - interesting,
complex and challenging. I have definitely
learned a lot here and was recently made senior
consultant. In future I would like to broaden my
horizons. The fact that I am able to learn from a
variety of ‘cuisines’ is very appealing to me.”
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Foreword

Looking forward
to a durable future
For obvious reasons, retirement has been on my
mind lately – especially when I ask myself the following question: what do we have to offer society once
the arbitrary age of retirement has been reached?
It is a question that, in my opinion, has much to do
with durability, conscious choices and the necessary
social balance.
Sustainability is undoubtedly of great importance and
requires much attention, but few will accept responsibility. The choice of a product or service is still
primarily based on the price. The necessary
sustainability is something the government
should provide. When you buy an environmentally friendly car, for example, you may
not be entirely motivated by sustainability,
but also by the lower tax.
What then is expected of us? Which responsibilities should we take upon ourselves?
At the very least, we need to make conscious choices, take responsibility for
our environment and create opportunities for future generations. Being conscious and responsible in life starts by
having goals: what kind of life do you
want? Where do you want to be five years
from now? To achieve these objectives
we should rely on our own strengths
and not depend too much on governments, employers and other
factors.
As our life expectancy increases, it is
inevitable that older people will contribute

more to society. It is not sustainable for a small
swathe of the population to support the majority.
Age is finally becoming less important.
For a period of eight years - two terms - Ronald
Reagan was, at the age of 70, the 40th president of
the USA. He responded to the invariable criticism
about his age with humor, including this hilarious
comment: you could always wake him up for something important, “even during a cabinet meeting”!
By giving people the opportunity to voluntarily remain active we will maintain a large reservoir of skills
for society. Sustainability applies to the individual, as
well as to organizations. At Zanders we have maintained a steady growth strategy for our consulting services, the core of our company. For the past 20 years,
since I have been leading Zanders, this strategy has
hardly changed. We have successfully coped with all
financial crises – in fact, we are continuing to grow
steadily. That’s what I call durable.
Just recently I celebrated my 65th birthday. In the
next couple of years I will be working towards passing on my role but at the same time remain active
within the business. A constant flow and new generations play an important role, and at the same time I
look forward to the coming years and will continue to
contribute.

Chris Zanders
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Client
Nationale-Nederlanden’s foray into the bank savings and mortgages domain

Assured of straightforward
Building on more than 170 years of experience, Nationale-Nederlanden has grown into one of the
largest insurance companies in the Netherlands. Recently this financial services provider took
a step further in its evolution by extending its services to include bank saving and mortgages.
How does an insurance company approach its foray into the banking domain?

Pictured:
Peter Verberne
(NationaleNederlanden),
flanked by Yvonne Sijm
and Geert de Pont
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(both Zanders).

In the Netherlands of the eighteenth century, a diverse
range of regional funds was set up to reduce the risk
of setbacks in certain professions or in vulnerable
regions. Two national life insurance companies,
De Nederlanden van 1845 and Nationale
Levensverzekering-Bank, over the course of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, took over many
of these funds. In 1963, these two large insurance
companies merged, creating Nationale-Nederlanden.
Due to the strong financial position acquired by this
new company, it continued to grow abroad,

particularly in the United States. As of last year, the
products supplied by the Dutch insurance company
RVS, which was acquired in 1984, also form part of
the Nationale-Nederlanden brand. NationaleNederlanden now has over five million private and
commercial customers who are using a broad
package of financial products and services, such as
pension plans, life insurance, non-life insurance and
income insurance. Nationale-Nederlanden has
recently also started offering bank savings
products and mortgages.

banking services
Uncoupled
The idea of starting up a bank arose in response to
market trends observed in recent years: the life
insurance market continued to shrink, while the bank
savings market on the contrary was expanding. Prior
to this, Dutch insurance companies had been able to
offer tax-related and wealth creation products for years.

“The earning model for a bank requires
you to have sufficient size in order to
be viable and operate with a profit”
In 2008, a new legislative proposal eliminated the
monopoly held by insurance companies on such
products. This opened up a very lucrative market for
banks. At the same time, Nationale-Nederlanden,
which formed part of the huge ING enterprise, did not
have the independence required to provide such

bank savings products. Then the European Commission ruled that ING, with its government support, was
required to uncouple its insurance business from its
banking operations. This meant that offering bank
savings products became an attractive possibility.
At the same time, it made it possible to offset the
increasingly contracting life insurance portfolio
with the new bank savings portfolio.
“While we had a financial background as an insurance
company, we did not have a banking background,”
says Peter Verberne, CFRO of the NationaleNederlanden Bank. “Banking is completely different
from insuring. The complexity associated with banking requires proper management. This is why we
asked Zanders to advise and guide us in this area.
For example, when the time came for us to apply for
permits from De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB), after
we had developed our bank savings products.
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In addition, the consultants developed the bank’s risk
management system for us. This made the complex
risk management subject matter very transparent
and tangible without detracting from its complexity.”

“By leaving out the bells and whistles,
we can offer a more competitive rate”
Volume Ahead of Profit
The collaboration with Zanders started approximately
two years ago. In June 2011, DNB granted NationaleNederlanden permission to start up a bank. Finally,
after making provisions for the legislated capital
requirements, the company opened up its banking
savings products counter in the third quarter of 2011.
The new bank commenced by offering golden
handshake-related products and products for
the annuity market.
At that point, Nationale-Nederlanden, as a bank, was
also required to start offering credit products on the
Dutch market. This resulted in the creation of the
Nationale-Nederlanden Bank’s mortgage arm in
the first half of 2012.
6

Verberne says: “This is an entirely different discipline
from collecting savings. We therefore prepared a
number of acceptance criteria and adjusted the risk
management system to incorporate the risks that
apply to the granting of loans. The program that
emerged from this has been used for providing
mortgages since the third quarter of 2012.”
The management of the core mortgage lending
processes was contracted out to a third party.
“However, as an entity you must look after the risk
management process in-house,” Verberne continues.
“The financial risk management, the credit risk
management, the operational risk management,
compliance – we outsource as much as possible, but
the core functions are carried out within the bank,
including risk management in its broadest sense.”
When we took our first steps on the banking market,
volume was a key factor. “The earning model for
a bank requires you to have sufficient size in order
to be viable and operate with a profit,” Verberne
explains. “This is why we wanted to offer regular
savings in addition to bank savings, and this is why
we will be introducing two additional regular savings
products in the near future. Zanders also designed
the risk management systems here. The volumes that
the Nationale-Nederlanden Bank is aiming to achieve
with these savings products are significantly higher
than with bank savings. We are aiming to become a
serious player on the savings market within a short
period of time. The basic principle remains that we
will continue to offer simple banking products.
In other words, straightforward banking with whatyou-see-is-what-you-get products.”

Transparent Products
What is the situation with respect to the new
competitive position in relation to ING? Verberne
explains: “Our mortgages and savings products
mean that we already compete with ING. We pursue
an independent pricing policy in this respect.
Furthermore, Nationale-Nederlanden is one of the
best-known and strongest financial brands that is
simply offering a far more extensive range of services.”

own interest rate risk. This also applies to mortgages.
While you can add a lot of bells and whistles to these
products, they all carry risk, and these risks come at
a price. On the other hand by leaving out these bells
and whistles, we can offer a more competitive rate.”

Risk Horizon
With the help of the Nationale-Nederlanden’s strong
name, the bank must take its planned powerful steps
into the banking market. Life insurance policies were
traditionally primarily sold via intermediaries. This
also applies to bank savings and mortgages, which,
in part due to the fiscal aspects of these products,
are true financial advice products. In terms of the
regular savings products, Nationale-Nederlanden
will primarily focus on direct channels.
“The targeted bank savings customers include all
Dutch citizens involved in wealth creation,” says
Verberne. “For example, these customers may have
a maturing annuity policy or want to terminate this
policy, but it can also include customers who received
a golden handshake when they were dismissed and
who want to put it aside or convert it into a payment
stream. In terms of the mortgages, this includes all
Dutch citizens who are referred to us via their mortgage broker. And for the regular savings products it
can be anyone who wants to save.”
Peter Verberne

“In addition, there is currently also a trend for increasingly simple products,” says Yvonne Sijm, a Zanders
consultant. “Especially private customers opting for
wealth creation products, for example for their
pension, can now obtain such products not only from
their insurance company, but also from their bank.
At a bank this is far more transparent because in
contrast to an insurance company you do not pay a
risk premium. Private customers opt for these transparent products and this is why you are now seeing
a shift to more straightforward banking products.”

“The risk horizon considered by an insurer
is longer than that of a banker”
The insurers of pension and life insurance products
are most affected by this trend. The non-life and term
life insurance sectors still have a clear raison d’être.
A financial institution is required to provide transparency and to be straightforward, but at the same
time, the customer wants security. What the customer
is prepared to pay for the risks the company takes
therefore also comes into play. “This is a difficult
issue,” says Verberne. “You have to offer customers
an interest-rate refixing period, which affects your

According to Verberne, Zanders has supplied the
tools needed to ensure the new entity will work in
practice. “This sometimes entailed very practical
matters that are the same in the insurance world,
but that have been given a different name in the
banking world. In addition, the risk horizon considered by an insurer is longer than that of a banker.
This can cause misunderstandings, but I think that
we have taken a solid step in this area.” The basis
for this will be established later this year through
a merger with a key component of the WestlandUtrecht Bank. As such, the banking market will
have one more player, with a well-known name and
a competitive capacity, no matter what happens.

For any questions related
to banking risk management,
please contact Yvonne Sijm
at y.sijm@zanders.eu
or +31 35 692 89 89.
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Expert Opinion

An interview with Jaap Koelewijn

Keeping a sharp
eye on pensions
As part-time professor of corporate finance at Nyenrode Business University, and
independent advisor in the field of financing and investment with the accompanying regulation and governance issues, he has an impartial and solid view of
the Dutch pension world. Zanders Magazine talks to Jaap Koelewijn.
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“Yes, but a number of factors are involved. Company
pension funds used to be a part of a culture in which
employers felt obliged to take good care of their
employees. Many pension funds were born out of
a sort of paternalism. Then, there was hardly any
incidence of the conflict of interests which now exists
between young and old or active and non-active
workers for instance. Rights were granted to a very
homogenous group of people within the same
organization or the same branch of industry so that
it could all be kept running smoothly. Now there are
fewer young people and a longer life expectancy.
As a result of this, revenue from contributions is
falling so that the traditional driving force behind
pension funds doesn't work as well. So you can only
try and steer a course by means of investment policy
and payout of benefits. During the past few years it
has been hard to gain any glory from investment, so
pension funds have had to ‘de-risk’ and in fact have
no possibilities any more for generating interest.
Then all that's left to fall back on are the pay-outs.
By way of defined benefit, pension funds make a
nominal commitment with a true goal. And they have
delivered: up until 2008, the returns were very good.
However, the times when a conservative basis generated coverage of 150% are far behind us.
Since contributors to corporate pension funds are
often on the older side, you could ask yourself if you,
as a non-active participant in such a pension fund,

can still expect your employer to index payments.
It depends of course how the contributions were
initially made. If the employer took it upon itself to
top them up if necessary, then it is a huge problem
now that coverage has dropped so dramatically.”
Do employers bring this upon themselves?
“Employers partly over-estimate the implicit risks
within such a fund. But with organizational pension
funds it can also be to do with a weak governance
structure. The employer often dominates the funds
committee. The CFO (corporate finance officer) is
often the chairman and you frequently see that
treasurers, for example, have considerable clout in an
investments committee. Investment or management
have become more and more risk management-focused for pension funds while at the same time a lot is
happening on the financial markets. It therefore begs
the question of whether the committee has the right
investment insight. Until 2003, pension funds were
asset-driven. After that, pension funds became
institutions which were more coverage-driven and
which had to assess what risks could be taken to
arrive at a certain percentage. In the meantime,
employees moved from employer to employer. You
have to ask yourself therefore if the defined benefit
program, with all its implicit commitments inciting
the company to constantly drive to create value,
should undergo a ‘reset’.”

“If you want to modernise, then
you really have to look into
pension regulations”

house your pension. In a business sector pension
fund it is questionable if the board, where the union
for example is also present, adequately safeguards
your interests. The monitoring of pension fund boards
is now done via a tiered system. Only a few funds
have a supervisory board, and they do not have the
authority to appoint or fire pension fund directors,
because the social partners want to do this. If you
look at it this way, then you would say that the
pension arena is ready for radical modernisation.”
Are companies now allowing new people to adopt
defined contribution (DC, where the beneficiary
assumes responsibility for the investment and
transformation risk him/herself) while they keep
the existing pensions running using DB?
“That indeed seems to be the trend. And the question
is: what is the advantage of a collective DC versus an
individual DC scheme? Because you see that trend as
well. Employees receive a load of money from their
employer with the message: shop around for your
own pension with this. I am absolutely not an
advocate of this approach. One of the big advantages
of a collective pension scheme, also in a collective
DC scheme, is that you can spread risks over time
and between different generations.
We still live partly in the good old DB era where you,
as an employee, have no choice as to where you

Will corporations ever be rid of their company
pension funds? Only if the coverage level is high
would it seem that they will get the chance.
“Or they will have to try and join an industry pension
fund. But they will still often operate under DB
conditions. The new reality is that the average citizen
will have to contend with more risk than before.
And if you look at the current level of consumer
confidence you will see that people do realize this.
Investment risk and increased life expectancy risk
previously lay with pension funds. Now the burden of
increased life expectancy risk weighs upon coverage
levels and therefore on the younger generation.
They deny this vehemently, but the older generation
who now live longer and stop working earlier are
being partly funded by the younger generation.
It is a human tick, but the over-50s usually try to turn
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“The new reality is that the average
citizen has to contend with more
risk than before”
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things to their own advantage. Look at the social
agreement on the table at the moment.
Then I think: who is actually running this country?
If you want to modernize, then you HAVE to look at
the pension regulations. They were devised at a time
when the country was being developed, when it was
normal to stay with the same employer for a long time.
The situation is now totally different and you see
that we are gradually moving from the DB to the DC
system, only we don't yet call it that. Via the new
pension agreement it actually becomes a collective
DC system since benefits follow the financial markets. Not a bad thing, by the way, since you can't
expect companies to foot the bill. So there will be
some serious bargaining required. Except for raising
the pension age, social partners have forced the
current government to delay all other changes.”
So, the members themselves have to assume
their own responsibility?
“Yes. It's not good news but it is the economic reality
in which we live. Increased life expectancy and length
of service incur a lot of risks. You can't share these
over the community because the sponsors can't
handle them. People should realize what they have
invested in their own human capital; what have they
done in terms of training and increasing their own
knowledge? People over 50 actually do nothing
about it, while they too should do something to
bear the current risks.”
What would your ideal pension world look like at the
moment?
“I think you should give people more freedom of
choice. Do you want a lower pension with a relatively
high degree of security for example, or do you have

even more faith in your own human capital? By weighing up the pros and cons, you can decide in which
mix of assets you are going to invest. It would also be
a lot easier to manage if 10 pension co-operatives
were formed from the current 400 pension funds, or
if payments were not only monetary but also in the
form of senior citizen housing, for example.

“The Dutch central bank insists that a psychologist
be present during board meetings of the large
banks - which is excellent”
However, in Holland, what seems to be more difficult
to negotiate is the differentiation in what is on offer.
Just as in care, everyone has to have the same package while you should in fact offer more options. Power
is mainly in the hands of all sorts of mediating groups
such as the unions. If you ask a union leader what
justifies their presence on the pension fund board
they get very angry. We should stop this paternalistic
approach I feel. On the other hand, if it becomes too
neo-liberal and we adopt the individual DC approach
whole-heartedly, it will also go wrong - people can't
save up enough for this on their own. Therefore, I am
for a sort of 'liberal paternalism'; you have freedom
of choice, but you are obliged to contribute part of
your income.”
What do you think of the Dutch central bank's
current monitoring?
“I see a lot of change there. On paper it looks very
interesting. They are concentrating more on the
behavior and competence of board managers and
that is an improvement. Bank commissioners were

furious because they were simply questioned on
their social skills but that is, in fact, important.
The Dutch central bank insists that a psychologist be
present during board meetings of the large banks which is excellent - since these meetings were ineffectual because a couple of men always dominated
them and the rest didn't dare say boo to a goose.
It's good that the central bank is aware of this but it
has to just keep an eye on proceedings and not be
included in the decision-making.”
Are there not too many regulations which just
hinder proceedings?
“If you don't obey the rules, you get jumped on
straight away - they go too far on this I think.
Just like the AFM, they should be careful not to
assume the sector's role. Both regulators are scared
accidents will happen for which they will get the
blame. This while big accidents in the financial world
happened not because protocols were not in place
but because some parties deliberately steered a
course based on taking enormous risks.
As a supervisor you have to scrutinize behavior.
But again: shoring up everything is also not good,
so you have to let an accident happen sometimes.
Supervision should obviate excesses but at the same
time not build up false security. Supervision should
not be a goal in itself.”
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Vision
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What will SEPA bring us?
Although the take-up so far can only be described as
'sluggish' at best, many leading corporates and
other paying institutions have by now had the chance
to gain experience of the Single Euro Payments Area
(SEPA), at least on the SEPA credit transfer (SCT)
side. While some are still questioning the benefits,
almost three years after its inception it’s time to take
a look at how this initiative will really bring
advantages for treasurers?

SEPA promised a great deal in terms of
standardisation and harmonisation of payments
in the euro-zone. The main promise was that a
cross-border euro payment would cost no more
than a domestic payment, provided it is standardised
in terms of data (with an IBAN, BIC and 'shared' cost
instruction). This requirement has really challenged
the banks in countries where transaction charges
were already low and where corporates and other
paying institutions were already able to negotiate
‘same-day value’ conditions even for non-urgent
payments.

Where SEPA could definitely bring value
and cost savings to the collection
process, is with direct debits

Same day?
With most banks, it is now possible to negotiate
same-day processing for SEPA payments as well but
they might have different requirements in payment
file content and cut-off times in order to really deliver
this. Otherwise, the default settlement time will in
most cases be one or even two business days after
the debiting. This can make an essential difference
between staff receiving their salaries just before,
exactly on, or after the due date, especially when
public/bank holidays are considered, for example at
Christmas time, with all associated consequences for
employees. Also, in cases where a treasury acts as
an in-house bank (IHB) and pays invoices ‘on behalf
of’ (also known as 'PoBo') group members, it is
important that there is a transparency as to the date
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on which the vendor will be paid, as well as on the
identity of the originally-invoiced party. If this is not
the case, the IHB will either have to take into account
the ‘hidden cost’ of having to take a one- or two-business-day position in processing of payments of group
companies or have to fail to pay on the exact invoice
due dates. When such practical pitfalls are wellmanaged, the cost savings of SEPA payments can be
huge, particularly when payments can be relocated
to cost-effective countries and combined through a
payment factory in a PoBo model. Also, if a PoBo
model cannot be executed, the cost savings in
transaction costs could be significant because of the
replacement of expensive cross-border payments
with cost-effective domestically priced SEPA
payments for the majority of euro payments.

Also for treasury payments?
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Having invested in SEPA payment interfaces for
vendor and other 'non-urgent' payments, the
question often arises whether or not SEPA
payments can also be used for treasury payments
and other ‘high value/urgent’ payments. In general,
SEPA payments with ‘same-day value’ conditions
almost mimic real high-value/urgent payments that
are processed usually via the SWIFT FIN network or
real time gross settlement (RTGS) payment systems. A difference is that real urgent payments
typically have ‘pre-advise functions’, which can be
important if timely performance of a counterparty
or the counterparty’s bank depends on processing
of the pre-advice (e.g. confirmation of credit, telephonic advice). The SEPA payment scheme doesn’t
support such functionality as standard.
Also, processing via high value networks like SWIFT
FIN provides ‘proof’ of instructions via the central
message storage of a MT101 Request for Transfer.
This provides independent proof about the exact
delivery time and content of a payment instruction
to a bank. This can be essential information if there
are disputes about the timely delivery close to
agreed cut-off times. SWIFT does not provide this
information for the FileAct channel that is typically
used for the XML-based SEPA payments. Nor is this
functionality available by nature in bank-specific
solutions through which SEPA payments can be
delivered to banks.

With SEPA, most of the collections have
become domestic in terms of charges
Niche instruments
Other benefits of SEPA could be on the collections
side. Before SEPA, it was really essential to have
local collection accounts in all relevant countries
in the euro-zone in order to avoid cross-border

charges on incoming payments. With SEPA, most
of these collections have become domestic in terms
of charges, also for the counterparties (customers
in most cases). This means that in euro-countries
where mostly local transfers are used which are to
be replaced by SEPA credit transfers by February
2014, local collection accounts could be closed.
Unfortunately, in many euro-countries, corporates
and other paying institutions are still settling
invoices and other obligations using local payment
instruments that will not be replaced by SEPA
instruments: the so-called ‘niche instruments’.
In some countries, local accounts may also still be
required for salary or tax payments or guarantees.

Efficient reversal handling
Where SEPA could definitely bring value and cost
savings to the collection process is with direct
debits. Although the effort of implementing SEPA
direct debits (SDDs), including the related mandate
management, should not be underestimated, this
is a standardized product. Prior to SEPA, direct
debits had to be implemented for every country
in the euro-zone with different formats, different
required attributes and different processes around
mandate management, and local bank accounts
were required. These hurdles could lead to the
decision not to implement direct debits in certain
countries, resulting in missed opportunities in
treasury for predictable customer payment flows
and a reduction in running costs. With SDDs, a
common direct debit instrument could be used
throughout the euro-zone after a single investment
in the SDD format and mandate management
process. The SDD schemes also provide the opportunity for collections on behalf of (CoBo), which
means that the direct debits could be initiated from
a single central treasury account, just like the more
common PoBo model mentioned above. In order
not to have to offset this advantage with extra
central operational costs, the reversal handling
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process will need to be efficient so the disputes
related to reversals can be handled by accounts
receivable staff of the applicable businesses rather
than central treasury staff. Since the ‘default’ (CORE)
version of the SDD product has the drawback (for the
collector) that direct debits can be reversed up to
eight weeks after settlement date, it may be
worthwhile investigating whether your customers
would be able and willing to pay via the business to
business (B2B) version of the scheme. This requires
a certain level of trust since the customer cannot
reverse the payment with ‘no questions asked’, as in
the CORE scheme. Also, not all customer banks will
support this version of the product since it requires
a mandate validity check by the debtor bank.

cash management banks have taken the opportunity
of the SEPA project to offer payments worldwide via
a common standard: ISO 20022. This means that all
payments can be delivered in the pain.001 or
pain.008 XML formats for outgoing payments and
direct debit collections respectively. Due to initiatives
such as the CGI (Common Global Implementation),
hosted by SWIFT, the differences between banks in
the usage of the standards have been significantly
reduced. As one of the non-financial institution
members of CGI, Zanders actively participates with
34 major banks to ensure the benefits of this
standardization become really available to treasurers
as a ‘spin off’ of SEPA.

The broader impact of SEPA
As a conclusion, SEPA can indeed bring significant
cost savings for corporates and other paying institutions in the euro-zone. The impact will however be
much broader: most non-euro countries in Europe
have agreed to adopt the principles of SEPA for their
payment systems. This means that, by 31 October
2016, banks in these countries should be able to
process payments in euro according to SEPA
standards (and conditions). Also, most of the leading

For more information about
SEPA, please contact the
author, Peter Geurts:
p.geurts@zanders.eu
or +31 35 692 89 89.
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Cordaan meets demand for customization in the care sector

Big steps towards smallerAn aging population means the Dutch care sector will be a true growth market in years
to come. Added to this is the fact that the required standards for care homes have
changed significantly in recent years. For care provider Cordaan, these developments
mean that significant investments in infrastructure have to be made.

Eelco Damen
in Cordaan's
headquarters,
overlooking EYE,
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the new film museum
in Amsterdam.

Cordaan is one of the largest care providers in the
Netherlands and focuses on people who need short
or long-term nursing, care, assistance or support.
The organization was created by the merger of four
care providers with locations in Amsterdam and the
surrounding area. In January 2005, the Verenigde
Amstelhuizen and IJlanden were the first to see the
benefits of a merger between care for the elderly,
mental healthcare and disabled care. Daytime
activities for the mentally disabled were added to
these areas when Stichting AGO joined in 2007.

Finally, in 2008 Cordaan rescued Amsterdam
Thuiszorg from bankruptcy, at the request of the
municipality and the health insurer. “That was a large
organization with a big financial problem, for which
we were able to find a good solution,” says Eelco
Damen, chairman of the board at Cordaan, which is
now one of the 100 largest employers in the
Netherlands. “Over the past years we have been
working to bring the different organizations together,
always from the basis of our philosophy that people
should be enabled to function independently for as

scale solutions
long as possible - a vision that mainly originates from
disabled care. In 2005 we were ahead of the times
with that vision.” Cordaan wants to give its broad
group of clients the tools they need to be as selfsufficient as possible for as long as possible.

“As the oldest care provider in the city, you
have the duty to constantly innovatee”
Feeling at home
While this vision worked for disabled care, the elderly
care sector was increasingly facing the same demand. The future is care at home or in a small unit of
maximum six people. A familiar environment therefore, even if intensive care, is needed. Damen explains:
“Despite people’s limitations, they must be able to
feel at home. A customized approach does justice
to the specific wishes and cultural backgrounds.
That creates the feeling of being at home.” In a city
like Amsterdam, where half of the inhabitants come
from a non-Dutch background – 15% from a western
background, 35% from a non-western background –
there is a great need for customization. “You can
imagine that the type of care that we developed
between World War II and the year 2000 no longer fits
the bill,” says Damen. “So we have also developed
small-scale units for Moroccan or Turkish seniors, or
a guest house for disabled children with Islamic parents, for example. That is all customization. In the
meantime, we still have many old nursing and care
homes as well, which were built based on concepts
that were developed 30 years ago. As the oldest care
provider in the city, you have the duty to constantly
innovate.” Because despite the short history of the
merger, Cordaan’s roots are 330 years old, thanks
to the Verpleeghuis Amstelhof.

Local color
Cordaan was facing a challenge: how to combine the
small scale that was desired with its buildings portfolio? The organization owns approximately half the
buildings, while the other half are leased from corpo-

rations. In total some 3,400 people use Cordaan’s
care facilities, divided into elderly care (which
accounts for two thirds), disabled care and mental
healthcare. “Our new projects, developed together
with the corporations, are beautiful and small-scale.
These were realized after the year 2000,” Damen
says. “The older buildings still have wards where
30 people are living in some cases. We are working to
modernize these large projects. We are making them
into small-scale units and overhauling the outdated
concepts entirely: everything has to be much more
oriented towards the outside. With new technology
built in, with local color in an eastern or in fact Dutch
style. All of this must co-exist side by side. Just as
different cultures co-exist side by side in this city.”
The small scale facilities needed meant a drastic
transformation and that requires money. That is why
Cordaan has put together a financing plan. Damen
says: “At first we were making certain choices on
materials, speed of construction and such, and we
came to an initial figure of approximately 200 million
euros. Then we started looking at how we were going
to divide the whole process into phases. We started
with an initial phase that was very manageable, for
the coming two to three years. For the first phase
we started up a financing program, involving the
refinancing of short-term money positions and for
several investments, in order not to exhaust our
working capital. A great deal is changing in long-term
care at the moment; the risks had to be limited.”

Three banks
That is why it was important that the financing would
be good and solid. Damen says: “Then the question
arose of: how are we going to do this? We did have
experience in financing, but not of this scope and
not in the current context. We decided to bring in a
specialist and talked with three parties – detailed
talks and proposal processes. Zanders emerged
from this as our choice for a partner in the financing
process. And we are very happy with the expertise
they bring to the table, in terms of their knowledge
of both the substance and the process.”
These are turbulent times for the care sector, with a
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new government and coalition agreement which is
mainly aimed at transforming long-term care.
“There were also internal changes, which did not
simplify the process. Nonetheless the continuity of
external financing is now almost secure,” says
Damen.

“It is our philosophy that people
should be enabled to function
independently for as long as possible”
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Zanders advised Cordaan to start talks with four
banks. As a result of these talks, the care provider
received and accepted committed term sheets from
three banks. Damen adds: “Over the past months
we have discussed and negotiated the terms and
conditions with these three banks. We then asked
the question: how can we arrive at agreements with
them that are clear-cut for us as an organization?
We are now dotting the ‘i’s and crossing the ‘t’s and
hope to have the financing concluded by the start of
the summer. And we are getting everything ready so
that as soon as the financing is concluded, we can
start on this renewal right away.”

More intensive care
Care is increasingly being provided at home, but at
the same time the demand for intensive care is growing. “We had already seen that before the coalition
agreement,” says Damen. “We were the first care provider to make a detailed analysis of the impact of the
coalition agreement on our organization, taking different variants into account. We weren’t faced with any
surprises as a result of the coalition agreement therefore.” Nonetheless, the details of implementation
have become more complex as a result of the focus
on more home-based care. Certain types of illness
can occur at an older age, prompting the need for
more intensive care. In that case residential care is
still the only option for support. In order to be able to
provide that, you need smaller residential units.
Damen notes: “At the same time we see that an increasing number of people who need care can no longer afford it. Within the possibilities of the AWBZ financing we have to be very creative in shaping the
plans, so that the financing costs do not put such
pressure on operations that the quality of care is jeopardized. Fortunately we have a good team of specialists for that in house, who come from the world of
corporations, real estate brokering and project development. They are well aware of the fact that the financing costs must be affordable for the longer term and
at the same time the quality of care cannot be jeopardized.”

banks and Cordaan. “All these pieces had to fall
into place. It is great to be able to call in external
expertise for that, especially if those experts also
have a network for the legal issues. That gives us
a sound basis and a sparring partner in the process,
which improves the quality of the process and the
decision-making.”

Complex puzzle
Financing in the care sector is difficult nowadays,
with simultaneous cutbacks and rising costs.
This played a role in the decision to work with not
just one, but several banks for the financing.
Damen explains: “I have been working with financing
programs in care for 30 years now, but the complexity
that the financing involved required calling in the
expertise of Zanders. It is an incidental process, in
which a lot is changing these days, especially in the
area of bank financing.” The care sector’s risk profile
also plays a major role in that, says Zanders consultant Hendrik Pons. “The risks have increased across
the board, in addition to the operational risks, the
care sector also faces the financial risk and other
external factors. This has prompted banks to require
more supporting information when considering
requests for financing. That is why Cordaan performed extensive feasibility studies at the project level,
for instance, which were then incorporated in the
financial multi-year plan as a whole.”

Zanders’ work at Cordaan included:
•
•
•
•

conducting feasibility studies at project level
preparing the business case for the banks
advising on finance structuring
providing process support throughout the
entire funding process

The ‘Five step model’
Zanders offers care sector organizations such
as Cordaan a five-step model. This model
guides these institutions in making financially
well-founded strategic choices to ensure
continuity.
Financial risks
Zanders specializes in financial optimization
and risk management in the public sector.
This can systematically and proactively be
completed by setting up internal frameworks,
periodic monitoring and performing the
corresponding actions in a consistent way.

“The financing costs must be affordable for
the longer term and at the same time the
quality of care cannot be jeopardized”
Damen outlined for the banks the picture of the
complex puzzle that has to be put together, with
pieces of financing, but also other issues that have
an influence on this, the relationship between the
relevant banks, and the relationship between the

For more information
please contact
Hendrik Pons:
h.pons@zanders.eu
or +31 35 692 89 89.
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Expertise

Keeping an
all-round focus
In January this year, Gerbert van Grootheest became
the eighth partner in the Zanders management team.
Together with Jaap Karelse, he is responsible for
advising financial institutions on everything related
to quantitative risk management. So what drives
Gerbert and what is his vision for Zanders?

Now there are two partners responsible for advising
financial institutions. Does this mean that service
levels have also changed?
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“Jaap Karelse focusses on the markets and I handle
products as part of our service to financial institutions.
A new service we offer is IPFOS (Independent
Pension Fund Oversight Services). Together with our
Valuation Desk and credit risk management, it falls
under my jurisdiction. In the credit risk management
area we have joined forces with Bureau van Dijk,
on rating models (for example EAGLE and FALCON).
Advice regarding ALM (asset liability management)
and market and liquidity risk management is still
a major part of our service where we define risk
governance and risk strategy but also development
models and perform model validation. Our department has gone from strength to strength and we
have hired about 10 extra staff since January.”
Does Zanders offer a service to all pension funds
with IPFOS?
“Middle-sized pension funds will be able to outsource their risk management with IPFOS. Larger pension
funds will buy their own systems and have enough
manpower to run the processes behind them.
The somewhat smaller funds – with an invested
capital between 350 million and 5 billion euros – are
keen to get risk related information but have neither
the resources nor the manpower, so we are able to do
the processing for these funds. At Zanders we have
both risk management expertise and a professional
system under the same roof. We assess and report

financial risks and run checks on operational processes. We can offer risk management across the board,
giving insight into the risks on the pension fund’s
total balance sheet. At the same time we would also
be able to train the pension fund’s board so they
have a better understanding of the risk reports.”
What makes the eight partners work so well
together?
“Each partner is able to make what he or she wants
of their own area of expertise and the co-operation
between all partners is very good. This is because our
efforts focus on the total picture; all of us benefit if
each and every department within the company does
well. We are all focused on quality across the board
and this is an advantage in a company of our size.
Quality service delivered on time is a common goal.
And we have extremely good employees who are not
only strong in terms of business economics, econometrics and organizational skills, but who also have
an open critical and assertive attitude.”

Would you like to learn more about IPFOS,
credit risk management, the Valuation Desk or
about Zanders services for financial institutions
in general? Contact Gerbert van Grootheest:
g.van.grootheest@zanders.eu or +31 35 692 89 89.

Column

Fund trends: Tension
between public policy
makers and reality
Sylvia Temminck and Meindert Jansberg 
The new economic reality of retrenchment and
spending cuts have forced governments to look more
critically at the financial instruments used to realize
policy objectives. Over the last few years, ‘No more
subsidies, but revolving investments’ has become a
frequently-heard adage. The idea at the heart of this
is that resources are scarce and must be used several
times to realize policy objectives. This is an approach
that fits in perfectly with the spirit of our time.
Funds are one of the ‘new’ financial instruments
placed high on the agenda of local and regional
authorities. However, these are not the traditional
funds in which money for the implementation of
government policies is deposited. The funds currently
receiving so much attention are based on professional funds, used by institutional and private investors
throughout the world for many years. Within these
funds, one specialist – the manager – is responsible
both for implementing the investment policy and for
the fund’s results. The investors invest resources on
the basis of their own desired allocation of investments. This has created a world in which several
funds operate on the basis of specific themes, as
well as defined return and risk profiles. Over recent
decades, numerous different models have been
designed to fulfill investors’ varying objectives
effectively.
Making use of a fund has various benefits. Funds
can be used for a variety of public agenda items.
In the fields of governance, compliance, valuation,
reporting, risk management and supervision, the
fund industry has found answers to numerous
questions. And important lessons can be learned
from the way in which governments set up revolving
funds; for example funds to stimulate sustainable
energy, digitalization, innovation or first-time-buyer
mortgages.

The setting up of a fund requires that public policy
makers liaise with legal and financial experts.
The underlying business case, based on the desired
policy and the design of the fund’s structure, is crucial for the fund’s success. Extensive documentation
about a fund is fundamental to the fund’s structure,
and this documentation must be successfully incorporated in the decision-making process. Indeed,
one of the main drawbacks to using funds is the
complexity, time and costs involved in setting
them up.
Not only is the correct design of the fund’s structure
essential for its success, but it is also essential to
ensure the stakeholders who have to work with the
fund accept its features. In this context, time has
revealed that the desire to control a fund is at odds
with the freedom managers must have if they are
to be able to realize and account for their funds’
objectives. Consequently, the design is inextricably
linked to finding both the correct and the publicly
desirable implementation capacity and control
mechanisms. That is why it is vital to ensure the
features are acceptable and to avoid simply
parading old ideas as new ones.

s.temminck@zanders.eu
m.jansberg@zanders.eu
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Vision

The new SME exchange:
‘The proof of the pudding
Mid-sized Dutch companies have very
limited access to alternatives to bank
financing. Will the introduction of a new
SME exchange change this situation?
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As previously explained in this magazine, Europe is
currently witnessing a broadly-based shift towards
an ‘American funding model’, whereby mid-sized
companies are increasingly turning to the capital
markets for funding. This trend is being strengthened
by several market trends, including the Basel III
Accord, which forces banks to retain more capital
than previously, which in turn is causing them to
be more critical when providing loans.
In addition, enterprises are keen to diversify their
financing portfolios in order to spread their risk, the
so-called ‘granular funding approach’; while several
other stakeholders are pushing for the development
of more alternative financing channels. The Dutch
government, for example, launched an enquiry in
April to establish whether pension funds can use
their reserves to provide credit to SMEs.
However, despite such initiatives, we, in the
Netherlands, are lagging behind other European
countries in this respect. Mid-sized Dutch companies
have very limited access to alternatives for bank
financing. It is hoped that the new SME exchange,
to be launched in the summer of 2013, will change
this situation. Whether or not it will still remains
to be seen.

is in the eating…’
Due to their relatively high return
in comparison to government bonds,
the interest in smaller bonds
is increasing

Growing need for capital market instruments
The European trend towards the aforementioned
‘American funding model’ is graphically depicted in
the diagram below.
A number of financing instruments, including the
Schuldscheine, US private placements, bonds and
commercial paper, have been around for a long time
and are well known financing instruments, primarily
for large companies.
However, for mid-sized companies there were, for
various reasons, fewer or no alternatives available
(and in some cases this is still the situation). Firstly,
this was due to up-front-costs being too high in
comparison to the capital required. Secondly, the
investors, principally professional investors, were
not interested in relatively small bonds because the

risk was too high, there was too little liquidity and it
meant an onerous workload.
In short, there was simply no market for smaller
bonds. However, since the start of the crisis in 2008,
this has slowly but surely started to change in
Europe. On the one hand, this change is being driven
by the increasing demand for such financing instruments by mid-sized companies. These companies
want to be more flexible and many of them are
finding it harder than in the past to obtain the
desired financing from banks. Consequently,
they need to find alternatives.
On the other hand, a change is occurring on the part
of investors. Firstly, the interest in smaller bonds is
increasing, even among professional investors, due
to their relatively high return in comparison to (Dutch)
government bonds or moderately performing equity
(funds). Moreover, the risks have become more
transparent and the workload more manageable
due to increased standardization.
In addition to supply and demand, there must also
be a facilitating factor bringing the parties together.
In the case of smaller bonds, that could be an
exchange where the bonds are traded. A regulated
exchange is able to provide the required liquidity,
either primary or secondary; for the issue of
smaller bonds to be possible, liquidity is an
important requirement.

More European SME exchanges
Over the past few years, Europe has experienced
a noticeable increase in the number of exchanges
focusing on the trade in smaller bonds (the socalled ‘retail bonds’), primarily destined for
private investors (the so-called ‘retail investors’).
In September 2010, the exchange in Stuttgart
issued the first M-bond (Mittelstand bond).
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Currently, M-bonds are being issued and traded
on the special small and midcap-related platforms
of exchanges in Stuttgart, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt,
Hannover and Hamburg. Bond sizes that have been
placed on the M-bond platforms of these exchanges
range from EUR 10 million to EUR50 million.
Since the initial placement in 2010, the volume of
transactions has risen considerably and a lively
trade has sprung up.

Compared to the Dutch, private individuals
in Germany, Italy and the UK are more
familiar with investing in bonds
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A comparable development is visible in Italy, although Italian investors have been more familiar
with the trade in smaller bonds on the MOT, the
bond market of the Borsa Italiana, for some time
now. At the start of 2013, this exchange opened a
new segment, called ExtraMOT PRO. This new platform is only accessible to professional investors and
offers both listed and unlisted Italian companies the
opportunity to issue smaller bonds. Although this
platform is not accessible to retail investors, it
clearly demonstrates the trend towards an
increasing level of financing through the capital
markets.

though the Netherlands does have a platform
focusing on smaller companies, namely NYSE
Alternext. This exchange was launched in May
2005 by Euronext, the Pan-European exchange
company created in 2000 by the merger of the
exchanges in Paris (ParisBourse), Brussels
(Brussels Exchanges) and Amsterdam (Amsterdam
Exchanges); and now also encompassing the Lisbon
exchange. Although, to date, Alternext is primarily
used to attract equity capital, loans can also be
placed. A recent example of this was the placement
by CE Credit Management B.V. and, currently,
DeSlegte/Selexyz is also involved in placing a bond
on Alternext. However, at this point in time, it isn’t
possible to cite many more examples, which clearly
illustrates the degree to which the Netherlands is
trailing behind other countries.

In England, the London Stock Exchange also opened
a special platform focusing on the trade in retail
bonds. This platform, referred to as the Order Book
for Retail Bonds (ORB), was opened in February
2010 and currently trades about 180 bonds.

A possible reason for this could lie in the fact that
our pension system is arranged differently to those
in other countries. In the Netherlands, renowned for
its strong pension system, pensions are centrally
regulated by the government. In Germany, Italy and
the UK, this is far less the case, which means parts
of the population are forced to make their own
arrangements for their pension provision. In part,
this has caused more private individuals in those
countries to be familiar with investing in bonds and
similar products; while, in the Netherlands, the
private investor is barely familiar with this phenomenon. Here people are primarily familiar with equity
investment, while investing in bonds can offer huge
benefits. Until a sizeable cultural shift takes place
among private investors in the Netherlands, the
development of the market in retail bonds will
probably remain sluggish.

The situation in the Netherlands

EnterNext

Within the Netherlands, there are also increasing
opportunities to raise finance from sources other
than banks. Dutch companies can, for example,
issue bonds on foreign exchanges. In this context,
a prerequisite is that the company in question is a
household name in the country where the bond is
placed. If that isn’t the case, investors will not have
enough confidence in the company and the bond
will not be (sufficiently) placed.

Despite the above, it is probable that — in addition
to placements on foreign exchanges — there will
soon be another feasible alternative available to
mid-sized Dutch companies. This summer, NYSE
Euronext is launching a new SME exchange, called
EnterNext. Part of this new exchange will be a bond
platform for private investors. To make the placement of bonds accessible, the NYSE has established
a standardized procedure, which will help keep the
costs of placement lower than those of Alternext.
Among other things, this means that a prospectus
must be prepared which requires the approval

However, when we consider the opportunities in
our own country, we are still lagging behind, even

be right and, even more importantly, the first
placements must be successful. If the first placements are a success, investor confidence in this
new platform will be strengthened. In addition,
success in the initial phase will encourage more
companies to dare to take the step, as the chances
of placement will rise whilethe chances of damaging
the company’s profile (should the placement fail)
will decline. If the initial placements are insufficiently
successful, confidence will evaporate and, with it,
liquidity. NYSE Euronext will have to be extremely
critical when it selects the first companies wishing
to place bonds.

A success?

of a supervisory authority. Having a rating, and
including that in the prospectus, is desirable but
not compulsory.

EnterNext is a promising initiative from NYSE
Euronext, which offers an alternative to bank
financing. There are already a number of successful
initiatives in Europe and hopefully this product will
prove equally successful. For the time being, the
greatest challenge seems to be convincing (private)
investors to start investing in retail bonds. While
German, British and Italian investors are very
familiar with these investments, the retail bond is
a new instrument to many small Dutch investors.
Only time will tell whether or not it will be a
success – as they say:
‘The proof of the pudding is in the eating…’

Confidence is the key
The question now is whether or not the new exchange will become the desired alternative to bank financing for mid-sized Dutch companies. To be successful, a number of conditions will have to be met.
For some of these conditions this is the case; for
example, smaller placements will become more
attractive due to diminished placement costs.
Besides this the standardized procedures ensure
that work involved for a company or investor when
dealing with bond placements will become quite
manageable.
However, changing the culture of a country or
population group is no easy task. For the new
exchange to succeed there must be liquidity.
This liquidity will only be available when investors
become familiar with the product and have
confidence in it. This means that the introduction
of the new exchange must be undertaken in an
extremely prudent manner; the marketing must

Would you like to know more about alternative
financing? Please contact one of the authors:
Hidde ten Brink (h.ten.brink@zanders.eu) or
Bert van Dijk (b.van.dijk@zanders.eu)
on +31 35 692 89 89.
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Column

Treasury recipe
Andy Achremcikas and Bart Timmerman 
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To cook a special meal, you
need the right ingredients in
the right quantities – without
a recipe, the successful
dinner you had in mind often
doesn’t turn out quite as
planned. A similar approach
can sometimes be found in
corporate treasury: if the treasury processes are not
running as efficiently and effectively as they should,
it could be because they are not clearly defined – or
the recipe is missing – or because some elements in
the process are absent, such as sufficient controls.
Regularly, Zanders is approached by clients to help
them (re)design their treasury processes. Sometimes
as a result of changing policies and procedures, but
very often just to improve efficiencies. But also in
system-related projects like selections, implementations and upgrades, a well-designed treasury process
landscape is an essential ingredient for success.
In order to accommodate treasury (re)design projects,
treasury consultants at Zanders have developed a
‘recipe’ for treasury processes called Best Practice
Process Flows in Treasury. The document details the
best practice techniques and elements required to
run an efficient treasury management process and
it is continuously updated to make sure it is in line
with current treasury standards.
When designing the processes, three elements must
be included: completeness, familiarity and measurability. The best practice processes are captured in
visual flow diagrams, where process activities are d
isplayed in so called ‘swimming lanes’, representing
the various roles within the (treasury) organization,
specifying the level of responsibility for each process
step and indicating necessary process controls.
The advantage of this complete presentation is that
one picture says it all: one knows who should perform
what activity in the process. When this process design
concept is applied, it allows people to clearly identify
how roles and process activities are linked to each
other and where they fit in the process. This familiarity
of the process will lead to an easier adoption.

Simultaneously, people can see the broader perspective of the entire (treasury) organization, reducing the
natural tendency to only look at their own role and
responsibility.
One cannot improve what cannot be measured.
It is an old management adage that is always relevant.
In international organizations, people come from
different backgrounds and speak different languages.
The solution is to standardize processes – adopting
a corporate-wide standard for communication.
Make processes clear, transparent and, above all,
measurable. Therefore, in every process we incorporate key performance indicators (KPIs) with associated
benchmarks that can be measured and tracked over
time.
The best practice flows we offer can serve as a basis
for treasurers to develop ‘future state’ processes – by
simply implementing the best practice, or by fine tuning the best practice design to the needs of their own
organization. In other words, using the recipe makes
the meal outstanding.

a.achremcikas@zanders.eu
b.timmerman@zanders.eu

Calendar
Description

Location

Date

SAP International Treasury Management Conference 2013

Rome, Italy

26-27 June

Zanders Golf Event

Maarsbergen, NL

4 July

Zanders Seminar Update Treasury Regulation

Bussum, NL

3 September

Round Table Sustainable Banking

Bussum, NL

12 September

Treasury Transformation Seminar

t.b.c., NL

t.b.c. September

EuroFinance 2013 International Conference

Barcelona, Spain

16-18 October

AFP Annual Conference 2013

Las Vegas, USA

27-30 October

DACT Treasury Beurs 2013

Noordwijk, NL

8 November

Zanders Seminar Credit Risk

Bussum, NL

28 November

Zanders Risicomanagement Seminar 2013

Amsterdam, NL

t.b.c. November

On our website you can find more information on these events: www.zanders.eu

Treasury Transformation:
Back to the Future
Can you honestly answer ‘yes’ to the following
questions?
• Is your treasury organization structured in the most
efficient way possible, with regional treasury centers, payment hubs, and/or a Shared Service
Centre?
• Are your treasury processes all best practice?
Have you evaluated them recently?
• Are you aware of the latest standard features in
state-of-the art treasury systems?
• Are you using the right TMS for your business,
with the most up-to-date functionality?
• Are your payments and collections processed
in the most efficient way?
If you answered ‘yes’ to all: congratulations!
You are then, however, the small minority…
In most companies there is room for improvement and
many of them are missing opportunities because of
under-performing treasury tools.
For instance, if the answer to the first question is ‘no’
or ‘I don’t know’, then this could indicate that organic
changes in your organization are leading to some
inefficiency.

A ‘no’ or an ‘I don’t know’ to the third question could
indicate that your organization is affected by external
factors, such as the financial crisis, new or changing
regulations.
Do you want to know now more about treasury
transformation? What it is and whether or not you
need it? Zanders' seminar will provide information on
how to manage and plan your treasury transformation
project with our own systemic approach: “Seven
Steps to Treasury Transformation”.
The seminar will be held on in September 2013
and will give you an overview of what treasury transformation entails, with presentations from our clients
and Zanders' leading consultants sharing their
experiences of managing a treasury overhaul.
It's also an opportunity to informally discuss your
needs and ideas with Zanders’ experts and other
corporate treasurers and financial directors.
Would you like to attend this seminar?
Please contact Jill Tosi (j.tosi@zanders.eu) or
Eliane Eysackers (e.eysackers@zanders.eu),
via: +31 35 692 89 89.
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Zanders

Established in 1994, Zanders is recognized as a leader in treasury
management, risk management and corporate finance. From our
offices in the Netherlands, Belgium, the United Kingdom and
Switzerland, a team of over 130 qualified professionals offers global services to corporates, financial institutions, organizations in
the public sector and NGOs.
Our main strengths are specialization and independence. Being independent means that we work solely on behalf of, and in the best
interests of, our clients. This avoids any conflict of interests.
Specialization forces us to stay at the forefront of all developments
in our areas of expertise and to remain innovative.

From Idea to Implementation:
• Strategy & Organization
• Processes & Systems
• Modeling & Valuation
• Structuring & Arranging
Our Areas of Expertise:
• Treasury Management
• Corporate Finance
• Risk Management
Our Services:
• Advisory Services
• Interim Services
• Outsourcing Services
• Transaction Services
Client Areas:
• Corporates
• Financial Institutions
• Public Sector

www.zanders.eu
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Zanders Switzerland
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